Effect of Silica Supports on Plasmonic Heating of Molecular Adsorbates as Measured by Ultrafast Surface-Enhanced Raman Thermometry.
Plasmonic materials show great potential for selective photocatalysis under relatively mild reaction conditions. However, the catalytic activity of these plasmonic catalysts can also depend upon the support material that stabilizes the catalysts, where the composition of the catalytic support may change the overall photocatalytic efficiency and yield. It is unknown how changes in the support material may change the plasmon-driven photocatalysis, which may be initiated by plasmon-derived hot carriers, localized heating, or enhanced electromagnetic fields. Herein, we probe the effects of catalytic supports on heating in plasmon-driven catalysis by examining various gold nanoparticle oxide systems. We use ultrafast surface-enhanced Raman thermometry to measure the effective temperature, equivalent to the vibrational kinetic energy, of reporter molecules located between plasmonic gold nanostructures and local environments ranging from ligands to mesoporous silica shells to silica shells. Upon photoexcitation, the transient effective temperature, equivalent to the energy deposited into a vibrational mode, of adsorbed molecules on the silica-coated samples increases, and the energy quickly dissipates within 3 ps. However, the baseline effective temperature that arises from the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy probing process depends upon the encapsulant, where the energy deposition differs by 200-300 K between the ligand-coated (citrate or CTAB) and the silica-coated samples. Adsorbates surrounded by a silica shell experience significantly higher effective temperatures than the adsorbates surrounded by ligands or solvent, likely because of the differing effective heat capacities of these media. Taken together, this work shows that a silica support impacts the localized heating of molecular adsorbates on the gold surface and may play a role in enhanced plasmonic photocatalysis because of increased thermal contributions.